
DUAL FLUSH BUTTON
Installation Instruction
(To be carried out with outlet valve fitted 
in cistern)
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1. Fit the push button housing (1) into the cistern lid and secure with
the washer and backnut, aligning the ratchet bar slots left and right 
(Figure A).
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2. Push the two ratchet bars
through the ratchet slots in the
push button holders from the top
with spigot ends facing downwards
and outwards, so that the bars
project approximately 10mm on
the underside. 

Carefully push the plunger plates A
and B onto the ends of the ratchet
bars, (Figure B).

3. With the flush valve in place lower 
the cistern lid onto the cistern.

4. Whilst holding the
large button holder
firmly down, push
the top end of the
ratchet bar down
until it stops, then
release.

5. Repeat step 4 for
the small button
holder.

PUSH BUTTON
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6. If the top ends of the ratchet bars
are level or below the push button
holder top face, push the cover caps
onto the corresponding buttons,
ensuring they SNAP into place.

CUTTING RATCHET BARS

7. If they protrude above the push
button holders, make a mark on the
ratchet bars, level with the button
holder top, see figure C.

8. Remove the cistern cover and pull
the ratchet bars out of the 

button holders from underneath,
then remove plungers ‘A’ & ‘B’.

9. Cut the ratchet bars just below
the marks.

10. Repeat steps 2 through to 6.

Figure C
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We pursue a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of our products.

The right is, therefore, reserved to vary specifications without notice.
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email : ukcustcare@IdealStandard.com
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